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      Meet the new FITLIGHT®
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Patented Touch and Motion Sensors

        
        
          The only wireless light training system to use both touch and motion sensors to help you train like you never have before.
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The All-New FITLIGHT® App

        
        
          The all-new FITLIGHT® App, available on both App Store and Google Play, lets you select from 30+ pre-loaded exercises or customized ones that you design. 
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Fully Customize Any Training Session

        
        
          Take your training to the next level with pro-grade features like session customization with up to 32 FITLIGHTS®.
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    Revolutionizing How You Train

      
      
        The world's most advanced wireless light training system. FITLIGHT® uses patented wireless light sensors and proprietary training programs to challenge users with engaging, powerful tasks. 
FITLIGHT® is designed to train the body and the brain, improving reaction time, mental accuracy, sensory processing and other neurocognitive attributes. By training the connection with what your eyes see and what your brain processes and how your body reacts, FITLIGHT® is designed to improve all elements of human performance.
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FITLIGHT® system is a very versatile unit that is easy to use and can be configured to meet our every need and more

Jonathan Lee, Strength & Conditioning Coach for NBA Toronto Raptors
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FITLIGHT® has completely revolutionized my ability to enhance cognitive functioning and I have been able to develop a completely new training program using their cutting-edge technology.

Brandon Payne, Accelerate Basketball
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FITLIGHT® is revolutionizing the way we train our athletes, both physically and mentally. It has given us the ability to train REAL reaction agility drills with instantaneous feedback which makes it a game changer. This has truly been the best investment our company has made , separating us from the competition. 

Shea Pierre (Pierre Elite Performance)
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What I love about FITLIGHT® is the direct accurate feedback provided that helps push and motivate you to constantly beat your numbers.  The FITLIGHT system has helped bring out the best in not only me, but all my clients

Andre Kzarian (Troy City Fitness)
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Utilizing FITLIGHT® has helped progress our training with top level elite fighters by giving us the ability to still actively train the physical and mental aspects of sports performance throughout training camp, which gives us a fundamental edge on the competition!

Phil Daru, Sport Performance Coach 4x Award Winning MMA S&C
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As a Physical Therapist working in paediatrics, I see immediately how FITLIGHTS® can improve physical activity levels, target specific gross motor skills and boost motivation of kids.  In a clinical setting, the set up and ease of use of the FITLIGHTS® makes them a MUST have for my rehab programs. And children love them!

Lindsay MsC PT, BSc Kine - Ready, Set Physio
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I use FITLIGHT® especially for Defensive athletes. The athlete reacts much faster to the lights then to a coach his voice - a great tool to enhance the nervous system in athletes.

Tony Sands, NCAA record holder
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FITLIGHT® is a fun tool that we use on our athletes to increase reaction time in combination with peripheral vission. Fitlight allows us to track their improvement over the time of the treatment.

Dr. Thomas Romero, Optimal You Brain Center
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The Carrick Insitute is a huge fan of the FITLIGHT® system, specifically within the human performance program. The coaches, trainers and athletes had a lot of fun using it.

Dr. Freddys Garcia, Carrick Institute
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My FITLIGHT® has been getting plenty of use.  I have incorporated them into my pre game routine and found it to be very beneficial!

Maddie Hinch, Field Hockey Goalie
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FITLIGHT® System


              
            FLB10002DC

Regular price
            $399.00 USD
          

          /
          



  


  
    Choose Number of Lights:
      
        
            
        
    
      4-6 lights ideal for one-on-one training or home exercise


8-12 lights ideal for group or team training 

  
    Number of Lights
        
            2x Lights
Bag sold separately

        
            4x Lights


        
            6x Lights


        
            8x Lights


        
            12x Lights








  
          2x Lights - Sold Out
        

          4x Lights - Sold Out
        

          6x Lights - Sold Out
        

          8x Lights - Sold Out
        

          12x Lights - Sold Out
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  Buy
  Buy
  Buy
  Buy
  
    [{"id":41952563069182,"title":"2x Lights","option1":"2x Lights","option2":null,"option3":null,"sku":"FLB10002DC","requires_shipping":true,"taxable":true,"featured_image":{"id":37340680847614,"product_id":6621296427166,"position":2,"created_at":"2022-05-17T08:41:35-04:00","updated_at":"2024-01-15T15:38:21-05:00","alt":null,"width":650,"height":646,"src":"\/\/www.fitlighttraining.com\/cdn\/shop\/products\/73-FITLIGHT_r1_331161_043e287a-ca3c-46cd-a242-28e8f0bb94ad.jpg?v=1705351101","variant_ids":[41952563069182]},"available":false,"name":"FITLIGHT® System - 2x Lights","public_title":"2x Lights","options":["2x Lights"],"price":39900,"weight":1361,"compare_at_price":null,"inventory_management":"shopify","barcode":"Storage Bag Not Included","featured_media":{"alt":null,"id":29909335376126,"position":2,"preview_image":{"aspect_ratio":1.006,"height":646,"width":650,"src":"\/\/www.fitlighttraining.com\/cdn\/shop\/products\/73-FITLIGHT_r1_331161_043e287a-ca3c-46cd-a242-28e8f0bb94ad.jpg?v=1705351101"}},"requires_selling_plan":false,"selling_plan_allocations":[]},{"id":39591806763166,"title":"4x Lights","option1":"4x Lights","option2":null,"option3":null,"sku":"FLB10004DC","requires_shipping":true,"taxable":true,"featured_image":{"id":40709402165502,"product_id":6621296427166,"position":25,"created_at":"2024-01-15T15:36:00-05:00","updated_at":"2024-01-15T15:38:03-05:00","alt":null,"width":2048,"height":1365,"src":"\/\/www.fitlighttraining.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/web_FITLIGHT_r1_03D_0146.jpg?v=1705351083","variant_ids":[39591806763166]},"available":false,"name":"FITLIGHT® System - 4x Lights","public_title":"4x Lights","options":["4x Lights"],"price":74900,"weight":2722,"compare_at_price":null,"inventory_management":"shopify","barcode":"","featured_media":{"alt":null,"id":33397781332222,"position":25,"preview_image":{"aspect_ratio":1.5,"height":1365,"width":2048,"src":"\/\/www.fitlighttraining.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/web_FITLIGHT_r1_03D_0146.jpg?v=1705351083"}},"requires_selling_plan":false,"selling_plan_allocations":[]},{"id":39591806894238,"title":"6x Lights","option1":"6x Lights","option2":null,"option3":null,"sku":"FLB10006DC","requires_shipping":true,"taxable":true,"featured_image":{"id":40709396824318,"product_id":6621296427166,"position":3,"created_at":"2024-01-15T15:34:21-05:00","updated_at":"2024-01-15T15:38:21-05:00","alt":null,"width":2048,"height":1365,"src":"\/\/www.fitlighttraining.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/6Lightswithcase.jpg?v=1705351101","variant_ids":[39591806894238]},"available":false,"name":"FITLIGHT® System - 6x Lights","public_title":"6x Lights","options":["6x Lights"],"price":109900,"weight":4082,"compare_at_price":null,"inventory_management":"shopify","barcode":"","featured_media":{"alt":null,"id":33397775565054,"position":3,"preview_image":{"aspect_ratio":1.5,"height":1365,"width":2048,"src":"\/\/www.fitlighttraining.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/6Lightswithcase.jpg?v=1705351101"}},"requires_selling_plan":false,"selling_plan_allocations":[]},{"id":39591807025310,"title":"8x Lights","option1":"8x Lights","option2":null,"option3":null,"sku":"FLB10008DC","requires_shipping":true,"taxable":true,"featured_image":{"id":40451126264062,"product_id":6621296427166,"position":14,"created_at":"2023-11-21T12:45:36-05:00","updated_at":"2024-01-15T15:38:03-05:00","alt":null,"width":2048,"height":1365,"src":"\/\/www.fitlighttraining.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/web_FITLIGHT_r1_03E_6935.jpg?v=1705351083","variant_ids":[39591807025310]},"available":false,"name":"FITLIGHT® System - 8x Lights","public_title":"8x Lights","options":["8x Lights"],"price":149900,"weight":4990,"compare_at_price":null,"inventory_management":"shopify","barcode":"","featured_media":{"alt":null,"id":33118090526974,"position":14,"preview_image":{"aspect_ratio":1.5,"height":1365,"width":2048,"src":"\/\/www.fitlighttraining.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/web_FITLIGHT_r1_03E_6935.jpg?v=1705351083"}},"requires_selling_plan":false,"selling_plan_allocations":[]},{"id":39591807156382,"title":"12x Lights","option1":"12x Lights","option2":null,"option3":null,"sku":"FLB10012DC","requires_shipping":true,"taxable":true,"featured_image":{"id":40709435392254,"product_id":6621296427166,"position":26,"created_at":"2024-01-15T15:42:40-05:00","updated_at":"2024-01-15T15:42:40-05:00","alt":null,"width":1200,"height":1200,"src":"\/\/www.fitlighttraining.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/fb-square-1200-x-1200-hi_res-4e-fitlight_r1_03e_6938__1_-jpg_custom_resized.jpg?v=1705351360","variant_ids":[39591807156382]},"available":false,"name":"FITLIGHT® System - 12x Lights","public_title":"12x Lights","options":["12x Lights"],"price":209900,"weight":6350,"compare_at_price":null,"inventory_management":"shopify","barcode":"","featured_media":{"alt":null,"id":33397814755582,"position":26,"preview_image":{"aspect_ratio":1.0,"height":1200,"width":1200,"src":"\/\/www.fitlighttraining.com\/cdn\/shop\/files\/fb-square-1200-x-1200-hi_res-4e-fitlight_r1_03e_6938__1_-jpg_custom_resized.jpg?v=1705351360"}},"requires_selling_plan":false,"selling_plan_allocations":[]}]
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The FITLIGHT® system is a wireless LED light system designed for elite reaction and cognitive training. Patented sensors register both impact (touch) and motion. Lights are incredibly durable and flexible, and the system can be used indoors or outdoors up to 50M-75M away from the device. Accessories include velcro attachments, charging cables, and a carrying bag for portability. Operated with a subscription-free App, users can customize and choose from over 30 preprogrammed drills in 8 categories. Up to 8 groups and 32 lights can be added with easy-to-save data to review progress. Create player and team profiles, with the ability to add up to 8 groups and 32 lights. Save data to review progress later. The possibilities are endless and only limited by your imagination.


      
    



          
            
            FITLIGHT® Features

    
        
            
        
    




          
            
              	Programmable LED wireless lights
	Patented programmable motion and impact sensor. Can deactivate from 10cm-80cm (programmable in 10cm increments) and 3 impact levels (low, medium, hard)
	Use anywhere/anytime - great for both indoor and outdoor use
	Easily mounted on a variety of surfaces and integrated into any training routine with the included Velcro pads or any of our flexible mounting options (sold separately)
	Adaptable for both single person use and group training (for up to 8)
	Sleek and robust design that is impact resistant and made to last
	Water resistant against splashes & spills



	Expand your system any time with up to 32 lights (total)
	Unlimited programming options - completely customize programs, to each individual light
	Capture feedback immediately or save to your dashboard for later review
	Other features include: Optional beep sound, wireless range of up to 75M*, and battery life of 8-10 hours (varies depending on usage)
	3-Year warranty


            

          

        
      


	
      
        What's in the Box
    
        
            
        
    




      
        FITLIGHTS®

Carrying/Charging Case
Power Supply (for case)

Velcro Locks (1 per light)

Velcro Pads (1 per light)

Free download and access to FITLIGHT® App



      

    
    
    
      
        Shipping and Returns

    
        
            
        
    




      
        
          

DUE TO INCREASED VOLUME DURING THE HOLIDAYS, SHIPMENTS MAY BE DELAYED. ORDERS ARE EXPECTED TO SHIP OUT WITHIN 10-14 DAYS OF ORDER DATE.

Shipping Policy

All orders are shipped directly from Canada, and shipped within 7-10 business days.

The United States and Mexico are exempt from taxes and duties. All other countries are subject to duties and taxes, varying depending on the country. FITLIGHT® is not responsible for duties and taxes collected on purchases. Shipping rates are calculated based on item size and dimensions provided by our carriers.

Standard Return Policy

If you are unsatisfied with your purchase for any reason, you have 30 days from the date of delivery to request a full refund or exchange (less a 10% restocking and handling fee per order). Terms and conditions apply. 

Cancelled orders are subject to a 5% processing fee. 

To receive a full refund, the original item MUST be in new condition, contain all parts, and returned without:

	Damages
	Scuffing or signs of vigorous use or wear
	Dirt, pet hair, or stains
	Signs of improper care


All returned items are thoroughly inspected, and any item(s) returned in a condition deemed no longer sellable will not be refunded. 

To return the product:

	Contact: orders@fitlighttraining.com to request an RMA form & CUSMA document.
	Complete the RMA form and include it with the return shipment. Ensure ALL parts and components are included.
	Ship to:


FITLIGHT  ATTN: Customer Returns

21 Industry St, Unit 1

Aurora, ON L4G 1X6 Canada

Ph: 905-713-3330

     

Additional Terms & Conditions:

	Only items that have been purchased directly from www.fitlighttraining.com or the following can be returned and eligible for a refund.

	FITLIGHT Corp. (Canada Office) 21 Industry St, Unit 1, Aurora, ON L4G 1X6
	FITLIGHT USA Inc (USA Office) 6815 Biscayne Blvd, Ste 103-462, Miami, FL 33138, USA



	FITLIGHT Corp., products purchased through other distributors or third parties must be returned following their respective returns and refunds policy.
	The product must be returned in its ORIGINAL condition.
	Shipping and handling charges and taxes paid (e.g., state, customs, VAT) are non-refundable. Any duties erroneously charged to FITLIGHT® will be disputed and charged back to the customer.
	You are responsible for and must prepay all shipping charges and assume all risk of loss or damage to the product while in transit to FITLIGHT Corp. 
	If you return the product to FITLIGHT Corp. (a) without an RMA from FITLIGHT Corp. or (b) without all parts included in the original package, or (c) if the product is not in original condition or is damaged, FITLIGHT Corp. retains the right to either refuse delivery of such return.
	Refunds will be processed and paid within 14 business days of FITLIGHT Corp.'s receipt of the product to the payment source.
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          3 years from the date of purchase by the original purchaser on the LED FITLIGHT® ONLY.  Excluded from this is replacement of the battery pack to operate the lights. Terms and conditions apply. See more here.
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TRAIN ANYWHERE
This versatile and adaptable system allows for training nearly anywhere, including extreme conditions, with a 50-meter range and lights that are visible in nearly any lighting condition.
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PROVEN RELIABILITY
FITLIGHT® is the original light training system. Created in 2011, we are trusted and loved by elite professionals and professional sports teams around the world. 
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FULLY COVERED
With an included 3-year warranty, free software updates and customer support available online or on the phone, you can be sure to get the most out of your new system.
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        By entering your email, you're consenting to receive marketing communications about FITLIGHT. Learn how we use your information in our Privacy Policy.
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	HQ: 14845-6 Yonge Street, Suite 376. Aurora, Ontario,  L4G 6H8 Canada
US: 6815 Biscayne Blvd, Suite 103-462. Miami, Florida. 33138. USA

+1 905-713-3330  |  9 am – 5 pm EST Monday to Friday
+1 786-650-1107  |  9 am – 5 pm EST Monday to Friday
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